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Abstract

Fusion research and development has two aspects. One is an academic research on
science and technology, i.e., discovery and understanding of unexpected phenomena and,
development of innovative technology, respectively. The other is energy source development
to realize fusion as a viable energy future. Fusion research has been made remarkable
progress in the past several decades, and ITER will soon realize burning plasma that is
essential for both academic research and energy development. With ITER, scientific research
on unknown phenomena such as self-organization of the plasma in burning state will become
possible and it contributes to create a variety of academic outcome. Fusion researchers will
have a responsibility to generate actual energy, and electricity generation immediately after the
success of burning plasma control experiment in ITER is the next important step that has to be
discussed seriously.

1. Introduction

At the stage that we can expect the accomplishment of ITER and its burning plasma with
confidence, it will be valuable to consider the implication of ITER, and to plan more detailed
scope beyond it. This presentation discusses the two aspects; academic ad social, of fusion
research. The academic research of fusion is characterized by challenge and exploration to
the unknown field, creation of new products and innovative technology, and discovery of
unexpected phenomena in science and technology. The social aspect is relevant to the energy
source development, which is characterized by programmatic research and development with
the specified ilestones and goals, and also characterized by the accolintability and the
responsibility of research project. The motive of the fusion research was the energy source
development, and therefore the public recognizes the fusion research to be the energy source
development. This presentation considers the possible program to demonstrate the fusion
electricity based on the technical accomplishment with ITER.
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2. Progress of Fusion Parameters

So far, however, the most of fusion research effort has been devoted to the academic
research. Figure V. I shows the progress of the plasma confinement compared with the
development of the memory size of DRAM. The plasma confinement physics made
surprising progress as long as the global parameters are concerned, and the confinement
performance of burning plasmas could be attained before 2000, if significant amount of budget
and manpower was available. There have been many of serendipity in plasma physics, for
example, discovery of H-mode, internal transport barriers, hollow current profiles, etc.

As well as the plasma physics, fsion technology has made a good progress. Figure V.2,
for example, shows the progress of superconducting magnet developed in various research
field, includirIg fusion. Left hand side figure shows the progress of achieved and aimed
magnetic field intensity, and the right hand side figure shows the progress of stored magnetic
energy of DC coils and pulsed coils developed in fusion research. It is interesting that the
path of the progress is approximately line, and we could estimate the achievable value in
future from this figure, as well as the path of the fsion parameter. As seen in the figure,
development of the superconducting technology, especially in fusion research, was drastic.

Similar progresses in the development of fusion technology were known in various fields,
such as neutral beam injector, high power radio frequency oscillator, remote handling system,
divertor, and other components. Based on such exponential progress during the past decades,
ITER physics and technology bases have been established successfully, and a vast database
has been accumulated for the ITER design.

3. Academic aspect of Fusion Research -Burning plasma science

One of the good examples of academic aspect of fusion research is the study of non-linear
and non-equilibrium plienornena of high temperature plasmas. The magnetic reconnection
triggers the tearing modes and magnetic island formation. Those phenomena deteriorate the
plasma confinement. The plasma with particle and energy flow occasionally arranges its
physical states by itself as a result of its non-linear and non-equilibrium characteristics. Tis
phenomenon is called self-organization, and it causes the formation of internal transport
barrier and double hump current distributions, and so on. Such a self-organization improves
the plasma confinement dramatically. Therefore, the control of the plasma self-organization
is the important issue of the'burning plasma experiments.

However, tere is a big difference in physics between existing devices and TER. In the
case of existing devices, te energy multiplication factor capital Q is smaller than one, the
plasma is sustained by the external energy source. On the other hand, in the case of ITER, Q
is larger than 10, and the fraction of alpha particle heating power becornes larger than 70%.
The plasma supplies the large part of the power to sustain the plasma itself. In this condition,
a non-linear feedback loop will be formed and the plasma does not show simple response to
the input from external control. It means that the burning plasma ontrol in ITER or in the
fusion reactor plasma will require the high performance plasma confinement with the
formation of internal transport barrier and bootstrap current, and those are achieved by the
control of self-organizing plasma that should be studied with ITER.
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Figure V.3 shows a schematic picture of improved confinement phenomena and resultant
pressure profile observed in recent tokamak discharge. In the standard operation, that is
called L-mode operation, Gaussian type of current density and pressure distributions is formed
in the plasma. Depending on the tokamak operation scenario, the plasma transits to various

states due to its non-linear characteristics. The one is High H-mode, in which case the

pressure profile has a step inside of the plasma, because an internal heat transport barrier is
formed. The central part of the plasma shown in the figure is thermally insulated from the
outer part, and the nergy confinement of the plasma is improved. The inechanism of the
transport barrier formation is explained that the plasma turbulence is reduced by the flow,
which is originated by the electric field induced in the plasma. The other transition state is
High Ti-H mode, in which case the thermal insulation occurs at the edge of the plasma and
also the energy confinement is improved. If the tokamak operation scenario is chosen
appropriately, then the combination of these two confinement modes, namely, the High �, H

mode appears. The plasma energy confinement is much more improved.

Another case is that the discharge relies on the bootstrap current, which is necessary for
high-efficieticy crrent drive and the steady state operation. In this case, the current density
distribution transits to the hollow type profile, and in response to such a current distribution,
establishment of prominent transport barrier has been observed. In such a configuration, it is
expected that the steady state operation and the good confinernent performance are compatible.
If we can maintain the stability of such plasmas, this operation mode will become a promising
candidate of ITER operation scenario. The high-efficiency current drive is very important
from the viewpoint of both the steady-state operation of tokamak reactor ad the mprovement
of energy efficiency expressed by the capital Q in the figure. The plasma transits to these
improved confinement modes by itself with the small assistance of the tokamak operator.

What is expected to occur in ITER is shown in the Fig. V. When the high-pressure
plasma is confined in a narrow spatial region, the strong pressure gradient appears, and the
plasma tries to diverge due to the large transport, However, such a strong pressure gadient
causes two of important physical processes in an equal footing. One is a self-generation of
the plasiria current, so-called bootstrap current, which helps and sustains the ew magnetic
equilibrium. Te other one is generation of several types of flow in the plasina, that affects
the turbulent fluctuations in the plasma and, as a consequence, the pasma confinement.
These new magnetic and plasma flow structures are closely related to the macro-scale and
micro-scale fluctuations, and depending on the situation, these fluctuations are suppressed
and/or self-organized, so that a new plasma profile with transport barriers is established. This
process is expected to form a non-linear loop, so that the steady-state and high-performance
state with te transport barriers is stably maintained. The recent T-60 full on-inductive
quasi-steady state operation that sustains about 80% of bootstrap current fraction and transport
barriers simultaneously, suggests the stable existence of this nonlinear loop, Such a non-
linear loop is sustained mainly by external control system in existing tokamaks including JT-
60.

On the other hand, in the ITER, this non-linear loop will be sustained mainly by the
internal energy source produced by the fusion burn. The plasma will be controlled externally
by using heating and current drive systems, fuel supply systems, feedback coils, and so on.
However, the plasma will play the leading role in ITER plasma confinement as if it were an
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autonomous system.

Therefore the operation of ITER will be the challenge to the control of more complex
plasma compared to the existing plasmas. Study of the complex system for the purpose of its
control is the major and common subject underlying the science and technology in 21" century.
So far, the control of self-sustained and self-organized atonomous systems has been
succeeded in breeding of bacteria and laser oscillations, Those examples can be categorized to
the small-scale technology. On the other hand, in the case of te large-scale technology such
as particle accelerator, there is no example of the success story. In te case of the particle
accelerator, if you try to increase the beam intensity, you will confront to the difficulty of
managing the self-generated space charge of the beam. So far, this trial as been challenged
so often but has not been successful. ITER is another challenge tocontrolling autonomous
system in big science and the possibility of success is very high.

4. Social aspect of the Fusion Research - Energy prospect based on ITER Results

Once the burning plasma control technology will be established successfully by the ITER
experiment, the next target is to generate electricity from the fusion power output. Then, the
order of the priority of engineering and material development in the fusion research will
increase. Development of engineering is more predictable and convincing than the plasma
physics, because of its old history and aundant database. As for the material development,
practical candidate materials for the fusion power reactors are already available. However,
final irradiation test is necessary before use. Therefore, it is possible and rather easy to
envisage the acceleration program of the fusion research towards the generation of electricity
anticipating the success of burning plasma control.

The cost of fusion experimental devices increased to the level that without the public
acceptance, big devices are hard to be constructed. For example in Japan, final decision
whether to construct ITER or not is made by the people outside of fusion. Fusion
researchers must respond to the public demand, and are requested to justify the research
expense. Public concerns about fusion research are realization time, cost, safety, and
environmental feature of the fusion energy. For the most of the public, the fusion research is
the energy development rather than the academic research. The public are not interested in
the commercialization of fusion power plant in far-off future. Some people insist that if fusion
energy development takes so long time, then the ITER project should be deferred and its
budget should be transferred to the basic fusion research or the development of another energy
source such as solar battery. As the resources spent to the fusion esearch increases, the
importance of accountability and responsibility to the public increases. It means that the
demonstration of clear milestones and goals of fusion research is required.

The most effective way to impress on the public the progress of the fusion research is to
generate the electricity from the fusion power. Also, the earliest establishment of the
technology of fusion electricity generation is of vital importance from the viewpoint of energy
security and environmental compatibility. It is especially important for Japan, because Japan
imports almost all of its energy from foreign countries. For this purpose, cost of the
electricity generated by such a first generation of fusion device does not have to be so low as
possible to compete with the existing sources in the market. Of course the cost must to be
reduced eventually, but for the security reason, cost that is not unacceptably high is sufficient,
because it will be able to be a possible backup source when the shortcoming of the energy
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source will become serious. The technical realization time of the fusion electricity generation
is not so difficult to estimate, because it is affected by only technical factors On the other
hand, the realization time of commercial fusion power plant is difficult to estimate, because it
depends on the unpredictable social and economical affairs in future. It is of demand side
choice to utilize fusion as a desired energy source.

In ITER program, the priority of electricity generation is not always high. However, it will
be a big step to approach the demonstration reactor, which equips full blanket system and
supply electricity to the grid. Also, the demonstration of electricity generation by ITER will
have a large impact on the energy policy, because, in the present energy policy, the fusion
reactor is ranked below the solar battery for the reason that it as not generated the electricity
yet. For these reasons, to generate the electricity by ITER immediately after the success of
long burn, utilizing the inserted modular blanket combined with the power generation scheme
similar to tat of the conventional power plant is strongly suggested. It is reported that in a
recent ITER project board, such a program was discussed.

Figure V.5 shows an example of high-temperature test blanket of ITER designed by
JAERL It is filled with the solid breeder and multiplier, and the first wall material is low
activation ferritic steel. Coolant is 25 MPa pressurized water with the temperature range of
from 360 to 5 10 degrees Celsius. The electric power output is expected to be I MW by two
modular blankets. Such test blanket modules are developed not only by Japan, but also all
other participating parties are involved in development of their own blanket concepts
corresponding their requirements for fusion power plants in future. Although there will be
many technical issues to be solved to complete those test modules before testing them with
ITER, these modules will be able to have a function to transform the fusion neutron energy
generated in ITER to the heat transfer media to be compatible with electricity generation
system.

The steps toward the realization of commercial fusion power plant are;
1) control of burning plasma with long sustaining time,
2) test of modular high-temperature breeding blanket and generation of electricity,
3) achievement of high performance plasma confinement, that means the high for

steady-state operation, high N for compact device, and high-Q for high efficiency

reactor,
4) irradiation test of candidate materials, and
5) continuous generation of fusion power electricity with full blanket system and

supply electric power to the commercial lines.
ITER will be able to cover steps 1) 2 and 3 Step 3 should be explored with another
Tokamaks in parallel wth ITER. Parallel promotion of planning and implementation
accelerates the fsion program. Among them, the step 4 is particularly urgent, because it
requires long titne to complete, including a new irradiation facility.

5. Conclusion

As considered above, ITER burning plasma physics will open up a new academic field, It
is steady-state sustainment of high and high ON is the critical element of fsion plasmas for

electricity generation. Electric power generation using the ITER modular test blanket
accelerates the fusion program, giving impacts on the public. ITER is invaluable for both
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academic research and energy development.

It should be noted that the program from ITER to power plant has not given a concrete
plan yet. T technical issues of plasma and blanket technology can be solved with ITER,
but serious consideration and planning will be needed. Particularly, in order to respond to the
requests by the public, fusion researchers must prepare strategic options of wider views. One
of the possibilities is to demonstrate fusion plant in much earlier age than we currently
anticipate.
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APPENDIX

The Presentation Documents for Prof. N. Inoue
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Two Aspects of Fusion Research

1. Academic research science and technology): Challenge
and exploration to the unknown field. CreatioDof new
products and innovative technology. Discovery of
unexpected phenomena.

2. Energy source development: Programmatic research and
development with specified milestones and goals.
Accountability and responsibility.

Motive of the fusion research was energy source de-
velopment.
The public recognizes the fusion research to be the
energy source development.

P. 3

Example of Academic Aspect
of Fusion Research

Non-linear and non-equilibrium behavior of high
temperature pasmas

Magnetic reconnection: tearin modes
(neoclassical tearing modes), magnetic island

e Self-organization: H-mode, ITB mode, double
hump crrent distributions

The self-organization improves the plasma confinement per-

formance dramatically.

Control of the plasma self-organization is the key issue of

burning plasma experiments. P. 4
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Difference of Physics between
Existing Devices and ITER

a Existing devices :51): Plasmas are controlled
externally.

a ITER (> IO): Plasma approaches to autonomous
system (a kind of creature with its own will).

Burning plasma control in ITER is similar to the domesti-

cation of wild animals.

High performance plasma confinement will be achieved by

the steady-state control of self-organizing plasma.

P. 7
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Prospect 'br the Fusion Research ased on
ITER, R-esults

• Once the burning plasma control technology will be established
successfully, the next target is to generate electricity from the fusion
power output. The priority of engineering and material development
will increase.

• Development of engineering is more predictable and convincing than
plasma physics, because of its old history and abundant database.
Practical material for power reactors is almost available but
confirmation by irradiation test is necessary.

It is possible to envisage the acceleration program of the

fusion research towards the electricity generation antici-

pating the success of burning plasma control.
P. 0
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Social Aspects of Fusion Research

• The cost of fusion experimental devices increased to the level that the
public acceptance is indispensable.

• Public concerns are realization time, cost, safety, and environmental
feature of the fusion energy, since for the most of public the ftision
research is the energy development rather than the academic research.

• The public are not interested in the realization of fusion reactor in fr-
off future 2050 for example).

As the resources spent to fusion research increase, the importance of

accountability and responsibility increases.

Demonstration of clear milestones and goals is required.

P. 1

Generation of Fusion Electricity

0 Fusion electricity generation will effectively demonstrate
the achievements of fusion research to the public.

0 The earliest establishment of the technology of fusion
electricity generation is of vital importance for energy
security and environmental ompatibility.

0 The technical realization time of the fusion electricity
generation is not difficult to estimate.

0 Realization time of commercial fusion power plant is
difficult to estimate because it depends on the
unpredictable social and economic affairs in future.

P. 12
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b PI

Generation of electricity from ITER fusion power
output is a big step to approach the feasibility of
fusion power plant.
The fusion electricity generation will have a large
impact upon the energy policy.

It is desirable to generate the electricity by ITER immadi-

ately after the success of long bum, utilizing the inserted

modular blanket combined with the power generation scheme

similar to that of the conventional power plant.

P. 13

EExample ofTest Blanlcet f5or Tiitiuuin
Breeding aiid Electricity Generation

Multiplier packed section
Breeder pebbles packed Be, Be,2Ti (>2mm)
section

L:2T'0311:20

g water channel

Is
Made of reduced
activation ferritic
steel

Neutron wall load 0.8MW/M2(2.4 X 114n/CM2S) P. 14
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Steps toward the Commercial Fusion Reactor

L Control of burning plasma with long sustaining time
2. Test of modular breeding blanket and generation of'

electricity
3. Achievement of high performance plasma onfinement

(high �p for steady state operation, high �,, for compact
device, high Q for efficient reactor, etc.)

4. Irradiation test of candidate materials
5. Continuous generation of fusion power electricity with full

blanket system and supply it to the commercial lines.

* ITER will be able to cover steps 1 2 ad 3 high Q).

• Step 3 (high and PN should be explored with another Tokamaks in
parallel with ITER.

• Parallel promotion of planning and implementation accelerates the
ftision program. P. 5

Accelerated Scenario for Fusion Plant

Based on the successful ITER experiments, fusion power plant
can be constructed.

* High DP and PN plasma sustainment, materials and blanket technology

development are the key elements for acceleration of electricity
generation.

* Continuous generation of fusion power electricity with full blanket
system and supply it to the commercial lines will be the next step.

P. 16
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Panel Discussions:

VI. NEW SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FROM BURNING PLASMA AS NEW
ENERGYSOURCE

Coordinator:
Dr. Y. Shimomura (Co-Leader, ITER International Team)

Panelists: Academician E. Velikhov (RF)
Prof R. Goldston (US)
Dj% R. L, Henu-nings (Canada)
Prof. H. Bolt (Gerinany)
Prof. N. Inoue (JA)
Dr. D. Campbell (EU)

1. Fusion Energy Development:
Reactor System as the Unified Front of Physics and Technology

A. Itroduction
Prof. N. Inoue

B. Comments from the floor
Dr. K. Okano (CRIEPI)
Dr. S. Konishi (JAERI)
Prof. H. Bolt

C. Summary
Dr. Y. Shirnomura

2. Burning Plasma Research:
Burning Plasma as the Autonomous Complex System

A. Introduction
Prof. R, Goldston
Dr, D. Campbell

B. Comments frorn the floor
Prof. H. Yamada (NIFS)
Dr. Y. Kamada (JAERI)

C. Surnmary
Dr. Y. Shimornura

3. Way of Research and Development:
Crossover Research and Development System in Time (Generation)
and Space (World)

A. Introduction
Academician E. Velikhov

B. Comments from the floor
Prof. Y. Takase (Univ. of Tokyo)

C. Summary
Dr. Y. Shimornura

4. Conclusions
Dr. Y. Shimomura
Academician E. Velikhov
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Abstract

Dr. H. Kishimoto and Dr. Y. Shimornura introduced the panelists, who were the speakers of
the first session and Dr. D Campbell (Fig. VI-1.1). Dr. D. Campbell is the Head of Physics
Integration of European Fusion Development Agreement, an Organization, which is responsible
for coordinating a European Design and R&D work for ITER and for the joint operation of JET.
Dr. Campbell's role is coordination and integration of European esign and R&D work in the
areas of Physics, Heating and Current. Drive Systems and Diagnostics Systems for ITER.

Dr. Y. Sbimomura organized the Panel Discussions in three sessions, focusing on (1) Fusion
Energy Development, 2) Plasma Physics Research, and 3) Way of Research and Development
(Fig, VI. .2). All these aspects having been discussed in the previous session, Dr. Shimomura
proposed that i each session, one panelist summarizes major points, then young. scientists from
the floor give cominents. Comments from the audience were also solicited.

1. Fusion Energy Development:
Reactor System as the Unified Front of Physics and Technology

A. Introduction

Prof. N. Inoue made the following remarks:
Professor N. Inoue points out the necessity of explanation from the fusion researchers to

public about the implication and importance of fusion energy development. In his talk, prospect
of fusion development as energy source and possible acceleration toward energy demonstration
was discussed.

Fusion researchers are responsible for justifying the investment for fusion development by
explaining a possible scenario of providing electricity from fusion plants. Those who decide and
fund the construction of fusion demo plant are not fusion researchers, but public, or society, who
has its own riterion on energy sources and on the timing of introduction of new energy. It is
likely that future society would require new, environmental-friendly, and abundant energy source
as early as 2020s of so, and fusion community may have to respond to it. Nobody would expect
energy sources that would appear after 2050 as realistic.

ITER is the essential step, and based on its successful burning plasma operation, one can
draw an expectation to obtain a real fusion electricity at much earlier date than we conservatively
anticipate.(Fig.VI.1.3). Therearethreemajortechnicalissuestoberesolved. Oneisthehigh
beta plasma and its sustainment in steady state, and the others are power blanket technology, and
reduced activation materials that would survive severe fusion neutron field (Figs. VI. 14, VI. 1.5).
ITER is an inevitable facility to study reactor grade plasma, and to provide fusion neutron field
for blanket module testing.

It is strongly desired to demonstrate fusion power generation with test blanket modules in
ITER. It will give dramatic impacts on public, and also enhance the moral of fusion researchers.
Technical issues, as well as meaningful demonstration in power generation, must be considered.
Supporting machines are also needed for the study of advanced fusion plasma. Neutron source
IFN11F is another key facility as a step toward the first fusion plant. Strengthened and harmonized
efforts for realization of fusion plant wl provide possible acceleration of the program. Such a
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scenario will give us better chance to acquire stronger supports from the public.

B. Comments from the floor

Dr. K. Okano (CRIEPI)
Dr. K. Okano, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI), has made

following comments (Fig. VI. 16). In order to keep C02 level below 550ppm. at 2100, the
increment of C2 emission must be minimized immediately by using all technologies presently
available, and new energies must be used after the mid-21st century to reduce the C2 eission
(Fig. VI. .7). Fusion is one of possible candidates for new energies. But, if fusion is not ready
before the mid-21st century, tittleCODtribution t C2 reduction is expected, then the world will
have to choose some other energy options. Thus the path for fusion seerns rather narrow.
Immediate construction of ITER is essential to develop fusion in time. To this end, public support
for fusion is important (Fig. VI. 1.8). In order to attract the public support to fusion research, a
clear rational proof of feasibility is essential. Consequently, steady state burning at least with
N > 30-3.5, Gw>O. 85, HH> 1. 3 should be achieved, and electric power generation must be

demonstrated in ITER. In ITER, Modular test blankets enable power generation of
Pele 200kWe/module at Pf=50OMW. But the equivalent net power, P.., = P PNBI/7 - er
losses is 186 MW. To demonstrate the net power generation, fusion power of 880 M is
required(PN=3.5, HH=1.4, n/ncw --0.89, P�,,. =282 NM, Pn, = 82 MW, CD power 8 NM, fly,

50% is needed). Furthermore, for the fusion power to become competitive in COE (Cost of
Electricity), higher PN(and/or) Bn,,,,, and high thermal efficiency of the system are essential (Fig.
VI. 19, VI. 1. 10). During the discussions with Prof. Goldston, Dr. Okano agreed that the estimated
power requirement is a inimum, implying that more fusion power would be necessary to
demonstrate net power output.

Dr. Konishi (JAERI)
Dr.S.Konishimadethefollowingcomments(Fig.VI.1.11)- Constructionandoperationof

ITER as it is designed may not be sufficient to lead us to the next step of power generation (Fig.
VI. 1 12, VI, 1 13). Its full utilization by us, researchers in physics and technology, is essential
for realization of fusion power, and its possible acceleration as Prof. Inoue pointed out. Plasma
parameters defined as uission are only for basic performance, and we have to investigate the way
toward the reactor grade plasma. The blanket is not the only technical issue for power, and we
also have to improve divertor and other components, Operation of the facility for long time and
licensing will give us valuable information (Fig, VL 1 14). So far no users f ITER are identified
except for Test Blanket Working Group. Organizing ITER users and effectively planned test
program, particularly technology development for modification and improvements of ITER will
provide enhanced possibility to realize fusion energy earlier and better.

Prof. H. Bolt
Professor H arald Bolt made comments on materials science in the context of fusion energy

development ig.VI- 1. 15). Material science for fusion is connected to the fusion world of ITER,
DEMO/PROTO and long-term aspects wch would povide continuous improvements for the
long run ig.VL 1 16). It is also connected to industry, which builds a fusion reactor, operate it
and make profit with it. On the other and, the fusion material science is connected to the much
broader field basic material science and materials development, from wch we take much profit.
Also the material science for fusion is connected to applications other than fusion, ITER provides
a very interesting and valuable test bed of developing material and components by combining
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basic science and industrial processing expertise. Integrated development of fusion materials
requires interdisciplinary approaches. As art example, high heat flux components removing 20
NIW/M2 for steady state, which never existed before, have been developed through this process
(Fig, VI.1.17). Specifically for material science for fusion, an overwhelming issue is neutron
irradiation damage (FigVI.1.18). This is important for DEMO/PROTO reactors. To understand
and eventually Control the processes under irradiation, basic material science and modelling
should be ephasized. Related to the field of plasma facing materials in EU, a task force for
plasnia-wall interaction is formed to effectively solving residual problems for ITER and to
identify solutions for the plasma facing components of fusion power reactors (Fig. VI.1.19,
VI. 120).

C. Summary

Dr. Y. Shimoniura summarized this session as follows ig.VI 12 1):

Fusion Energy Development
- reactor system as the unifiedfront ofphysics and technology -

Base Line
• Demonstration of scientific and technologicalfeasibility o-fusion

energy by developing and exploiting an integrated system, ITER.
• Material /Blanket development is needed in parallel.

In parallel to the ITER related work, efforT is needed
for development of radiation resistant and environmentally
benign materialsforfusion power reactors.

Pouibilities Qf Fast roach lAcceleraterated scenario
* Fusion power plant is required by -2050.

* Integration: ITER

Material: Intense neutron source
Blanket: ITER (electric power generation by test modules)
Plasma: higherperformance ITER others

* Immediate start of ITER is essential

01her commena
* Commonality of key technology in magneticfusion reactors.

* Necessity of building user's groups.
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Fig. V.1.1 Title of panel discussion (Dr. Y. Shimomura)

Fig. V.1.2 Three themes of panel discussion (Dr. Y. Shimomura)
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Accelerated Scenario for Fusion Plant

Based on the successful ITER experiments, fusion power
plant can be constructed.

• Continuous generation of fusion power electricity with full
blanket system and supply it to the commercial lines will
be the next step.

• High �WP-N plasma sustainment, materials and banket
technology development are the key elements for
acceleration of electricity generation.

Fig. V.1.3 Accelerated scenario for fusion plant (Prof. N. Inoue)

Acceleration of fusion development

Technical Issue facility Target

O.Long time burn at Q>1 0 burn control Q Io

Technology integration (except for 6t < 3

blanket) steady State

1.Advauced fusion plasma supporting power
-HighOp (Highlb)- Steady machine ON > 3.5 demons

Hi 9hJ6 N - Compact (6 OSM

High Q burning plasma control tration
reactor

2. Advanced materials - High availability reactor scale >3d E-0
long life

small specimen_
high energy density IFMIF >100dpa '-W

GW level

3.Blanket Development ITER 71 �OOOKW� development.
Tritium Breeding test modul demonstration

Tritium Recovery

Vilgh temperature, pressure water technology burn up 2 

(or gas )-Power demonstration heat development supercritica
removal/safety - water

Fig. V11.1.4 Acceleration of fusion development (Prof. N. Inoue)
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Comment

K. Okano
Central Research nstitute of

Electric Power Industry (CRIEN)

ut CR

W

citivity of our fusion group�
*Fusion Reactor Design (CREST)
*Research on load map for fusion energy
*Comparison fusion with other energies
*Providing the latest information an fusion

research to the lectric power industry

Fig.V1.1.6 Title page of Dr. Okano's comment (Dr. K. Okano)
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In order to keep C02 level below 550ppm
Mat 21 0 Is

1) mmediately: Minimize the increment of C02
emission by using all technologies available.

2) After the mod-21 st century: Use new energies
to reduce the C02 emission.

Narrow pass for fusion

11MMM
billion MINN=

0 3
no C02 cont

0
t�
P. 2
Z0
C13

so nario

0
2000 2050 2100

Fusion i's one of possible candidates for new
energies. BUT, if fusion is not ready before the
Mid-21 st century, flottle contribution to C02
reduction is expected, then the world will have to
choose other energy options. The pass for fusion
seems rather narrow.
Immediate construction of ITER is very ssential
to dvelop fusion in tM(.

Fig.V1.1.7 Need of accelerated development of fusion (Dr. K. Okano)
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in order to aftract the public support to
fusion research:

A clear rational proof of feasibility is essential.

1) Steady state burning, at least, with
PN>3.0-3.5 & nGW>0.85 & HH>1.3

2) Demonstration of electric power generation
ITER is a unique device to do it.

With Modular test anket7 Plec-200kWe/module
will be possible at Pf=50OMW. But, still
Equilvalent P.O=Wflth - PNBI/,qsys - 4MW) <<O

In order to show a rational proof of the feasibility
(equ'-Pnet>O) with ITER plasma, higher Pf and an
efficient NB system will be necessary as well as
highlIth.

Extended stead state op ration alculated b C EPI)

PN HH ne/n,�,,, Pf Pelec Pnet water temp CD power
(MW) (MW) MW) pres. &,nth (NIBI)

3.0 1.3 0.85 730 242 -84 3000C 1OOMW
1IMPa, 30% flsys=35%

+2 1OOMW
- - - - - flsys=50%

3.5 1.4 0.89 880 282 +82 8OMW

llsys=50%

F1g.V1.1.8 Requirement for public support (Dr. K. Okano)
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in order to be an economical energy source.

For the compefiefieve COE (Cost of Electricity),
Higher PN(and/or) Bt-m,,., and high1thare essential.

=50%I"S' assumed.
7 . ......................... .............................. ......................... ................ ......................................... ......................................... ......................................

z

6 .............................. ............... ......................... ................ .......................................... ......................................... .......................................

ARIES-RS% CAES............... ............................. ........... .............................. ......................................... ....................................... .................... ..........
............ ...................... ........................ ....... .. ... ...

TR A SSTR21,11.1-111i"1111,11"", ....................
N ARIES-1

Present
LIM--- ... . ..................................................... ........ ......................................................... C EnM

Oft

0 ITER-like Rea�
2 .. ...................................... ......................................... ......................... .......................................... ........................... -.M. ..-Mup

Twice

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Maximum Field, BT..x (T)

Fig.V1.1.9 Requirement for economical fusion power plant (Dr. K. Okano)
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1) Immediate construction of ITER is very
essential for fusion research.

2) Demonstration of a rational proof for electric
power generation is important issue to obtain
public support.

3) Highly advanced performance is required for
an economical reactor concept.

Fig.V1.1.10 Summary of Dr. Okano's comment (Dr. K. Okano)
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Fig. V1.1.11 Title page of Dr. Konishi's comment (Dr. S. Konishi)

ITER as bu It do n S the a res the plant-

Physics

ong operation (months-y

inement,

-Blanket energy extraction, tritium breed

. Dvertor and 1 st wall (with w tritium iny

- Remote aintenance (availabifty)

. Components(heating/CD fueling/pumpi

poration and Safetv
- Tritium control worker exposure, emergency

pera io ITE��eVeal"" " �P!Jusloh
Fig. VI.1.12 Issues from MR to power plant (Dr. S. Konishi)
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Operating
artles

Technolo
gineer!

enals

Fig. VLI.13 Energy development strategy (Dr. S. Konish!)

Fig. V.I.1 4 Use of ER for accelerated plan (Dr. S. Konishi)
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Discussion session New science and technology from
burning plasma as now energy source

Materials science in the context of fusion e nergy development

-comment -

Harald Bolt

H. Boll, 2002.3.4

Fig. V.1.15 Title page of Prof. Bolt's presentation (Prof. H. Bolt)

Fusion landscape as seen by materials scientist

H. Bolt, 2002 34

Fig. VI.1.16 Fusion landscape as seen by materials scientist (Prof. H. Bolt)
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Example: Joining technology of dissimilar materials

High heat flux components or ITER
compound of plasma facing and heat sink material; heat flux: 20 MW/M2

industrial processing expertise: HT-brazing, electron beam welding, HIP
other applications: medicine, e-devices, space
basic science aspects. metastable etallurgical system;

microstructural evolution under thermal treatment;
complex metallurgical system under intense irradiation

to Monoblock -ETJ
I Flat tile U

25 M- ock-JA
FO N Q Saddle block -JAC'� T - .

F Heat flux
X results
;j' on CFC-CuCrZr50, =9 Break" components

%
.2 source: ITER EU-R&D

divertor
F = railed component

0
100 1000 10000 for ITER

Number of cycles source: EFDA

H. Bolt, 2002.3.5

Fig. V.1.17 Example of fusion material development (Prof. H. Bolt)

Mechanisms: 

H. Bolt, 2002.3.5

Fig. V1.1.18 International WMW activity (Prof. H. Bolt)
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Mechanisms: 2

H. Boll, 2002.3.5

Fig. VI.1.19 EU task force of plasma wall interaction (Prof. H. Bolt)

Mechanisms: 3

H. Bolt, 2002.3.5

Fig. V.1.20 EU network on "Materials for extremen environments"
(Prof. H. Bolt)
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New Phase of Fusion Research and Development
1) Fusion Energy Development

- reactor system as the unfedfront ofphysics and technology
Base Line

Demonstration of scientific and technologicalfeasibility offusion

energy �y developing and exploiting an integrated system, ITER.
MateriallBlanketdevelopmentisneededinparalleI

PossibilitiesoffasiTrucka roachlAciQelerateratedscenario
Fusion power plan is required by 2050.

Integration: ITER

Material: Intense neutron source
Blanket: ITER electric power generation by test modules)

Plasma: higherperformance ITER others
, Immediate start of ITER is essential.

Other comments
- Commonality of key technology in magneticfusion reactors.

-Necessity of building user' s groups.

Fig. V.1.21 Summary of Panel Discussion #1 (Dr. Y. Shimomura)
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2. Burning Plasma Research:
Burning Plasma as the Autonomous Complex System

A. Introduction

Prof. R. Goldston made the following remarks:
Scientific understanding is not at all in conflict with the success of fusion energy igs.Vl. 2. 1,

VI.2.2). For example, to reduce the price of electricity, the macroscopic stability must be pushed
to ON-4. This will require much better nderstanding and control of low-n kink and tearing modes.

If we link our research closely with allied fields of science, we will strengthen the credibility of
fusion research in the broader scientific community. Deeper understanding of inicroturbulence
and transport will also improve the credibility of high-temperature pla�ma physics research and
may enable us to make tradeoffs to reduce the price of electricity, Another example is Plasma-
Wall interaction. We must optimize materials to withstand something like 20 MW/m2 of heat
load, as well as off-normal events such as disruptions and ELM, and we have to solve the
problem of tritium retention. The contribution of LHD will be very important in ts area - both
for understanding long-pulse plasma-wall interactions, and perhaps also leading to an alternative
vision for DEMO. In ITER, we do not make progress in a of plasma science, but the
contributions both to the full portfolio of possible fusion configurations, and to plasina science
generally, are very strong.

Dr. D. J. Campbell made the following remarks:
The path to fusion power plant is self-consistent with doing good plasma physics. The

design studies of fusion power plant with an aspect ratio of 34 are characterized by major radius
within 30% of ITER but the fusion power is 5-10 times that of ITER. Higher fusion power
requires higher PN of 4 and more efficient radiative cooling ig.VI.2.3). Te operating mode is
steady state, wich implies that magnetic equilibrium, pressure profile, current profile, heating
profile and transport profile all interact and must be maintained in non-linear equilibrium
(Fig.VI.2.4). This is a challenging non-linear problem of accessibility, physics and control.
Energy confinement is required to be at least as good as ELMy H-mode and te density higher
than Greenwald density is also required. Steady state may require reversed shear senarios in
which TAE modes and ripple loss may become more challenging. ffigh normalized beta, higher
than 4 x b requires stabilization of a number of instabilities, such as neoclassical tearing modes
and resistive wall modes (Fig. V.2.5). Furthermore, a power plant requires low disruption
frequencies. We must also solve plasma-wall interaction issues: divertor steady-state power
loading _10MWm=2, acceptable ELM and disruption characteristics, efficient helium exhaust and
control of impurities and acceptable tritium retention and PC lifetime. We should develop
efficient heating and current drive methods to control pressure profile, current profile to maintain
improved confinement and good stability and to provide high bootstrap current fraction. Lastly,
we should also develop sophisticated diagnostics and establish a control loop of diagnostics,
magnets, heating, current drive and fueling systems to control a these parameters. TER is
designed to satisfy the requirements for the investigation in this area, and ITER will promote
developments in all critical areas of burning plasma physics for a fusion power plant.

Professor Goldston pointed out that the design of 1TER will probably not allow operation at
5x higher fusion power levels, as required to fully demonstrate the operating mode for an
attractive reactor configuration. Dr. Campbell replied that ITER's operational flexibility
allowed it to address many of the key physics issues without operating at the power levels
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expected in a reactor, but agreed that more work is needed to understand how to move forward
with an Advanced Tokamak DEMO based on the results from ITER.

B. Comments from the floor

Prof. H. Yamada (NIFS)
Prof H. Yamada, National Institute for Fusion Science, made the following comments.

The initiative of TER sould be compatible with physics developn-ient (Fig. VI.2.6). Firstly,
because TER is a nique machine to investigate burning plasma physics, we should widen our
view to generalize te resufts ftom ITER to plasma physics common aong other confinement
schemes. Secondly, as serendipity has greatly promoted physics progress, ITER project should
encourage serendipity, for which advanced diagnostics can provide favorable environment. The
above two major aspects must be balanced against the mission of ITER, the success of which will
bring in fruitful outcome of physics from ITER.

Dr. Y. Kamada (JAERI)
Dr. Y. Kamada made the following comments. Firstly, T-60U experiments show that

high performance requires shape and profile control. In other words, current and pressure profiles
are closely linked with each other, and these together and plasma shape determine plasma
stability, which is essential for high performance (Fig. V.2.7). Secondly, burning steady state
plasmas are associated with self-heating self-generating current, which is a new paradigm and
can be investigated only in ITER. Thirdly, physics processes in high pressure high temperature
plasmas involve non-linear self-organization, including bifurcations. Fusion plasma is a combined
system of multiple plasma regimes governed by different dominant processes governing 10keV
core, keV pedestal and eV divertor plasmas (Fig. V.2.8). For acceleration of fusion development,
DEMO-class higher-P PN>3.5) steady-state plasma research has to be accomplished tilizing

ITER and advanced tokamak devices QT-60SQ. Such study for DEMO needs low collisonality,
low gyroradius and high Pcore plasma regime, which requires ITER. ITER should demonstrate

the 'high WTEGRATED Plasma Performance in Steady-State.' In addition to the physics
research in individual element of physics process, the integration of physics covering the whole
burning plasmas is the most attractive subject that can be studied only in ITER.

C. Summary

Dr. Y. Shimomura summarized this session as follows (Fig. V.2.9):

Plasma Physics Research
- burning plasma as the autonomous complex system -

Base Line
• Reactor core plasma development in ITER.

• Burning plasma physics study in ITER.

(Extendfusion plasma science to exciting new regimes)
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For Fast lAcc aenada
Higher pressure in a steady state operation is essential.

For.ph- to involve wide science communh�v
Science resultsfrom one onfiguration benefit progress in others.

Physics must be generic and there is large commonality with ther

configurations.
Serendipity should be more seriously considered.

PA.Xyk� understanding emential to devakp hkheL peZfannance -far power
reactors,
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Plasma Science Challenges
NRC Plasma Science Committee

Macroscopic Stability
- What limits the pressure in plasmas?

Georoacgriet!c substorms

Wave-particle Interactions
- How do hot particles and plasma waves

interact in the nonlinear regime?

Solar coronal heating
Microturbulence Transport
- Whatcausesplasmatransport?

As"opliysical accretion disks

Plasma-material Interactions
How can high-temperature plasma
and material surfaces co-exist?

Materials processing

_jPPPL
PH11110011 PIM5100
PHY5115 LROUROGRY

Fig. V.2.1 Plasma science challenges Prof. R. Goldston)
I

ITER will Extend Fusion Plasma Science
to Exciting New Regimes

• Macroscopic Stability
- Effects of low collisionality, smaller

gyro-radius, intense alpha particles.
• Wave-particle Interactions

Eects of 'intense, isotropic
alpha particle oncentrations.

• Microturbulence Transport
- Effects of low collisionality, smaller

gyro-radius, isotope mass.
• Plasma-material Interactions

- Effects of much more intense,
longer-lasting interactions.

• Technological demonstration
of an integrated fusion system
- Power systems, magnets, plasma facing

components, nuclear components, tritium
handling and retention, remote maintenance

-IPPPL
P1111119011 PLASMA
PHYSIES LRBORMORY

Fig. V.2.2 Role of ITER in extension of fusion plasma science
(Prof. R. Goldston)
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EFDA - suGarching

Burning Plasnia Physics n ITER

a A tokamak power plant at conventional aspect ratio will have a major

radius-Aithin3O% ofITER's,butafusionpoweroutputwhicliis afactor

of 5-10 larger

mEngineering,econonficandavailabilityargumentsarelikelyto favour,

indeed require, steady-state operation of a fusion power plant

==> rM must ultimately address all of the physics issues arising from

these considerations in order to provide a convincing physics basis for

the design and construction of demonstration fusion power plant

ITER is designedvaith the flexibility to satisfy this requirement

DJ-C-a-m-p-Mi,interFiationai.jymposium or II LK, kyo-�Manuary2uuz

Fig. V.2.3 Burning plasma physics in ITER (Dr. D. Campbell)

EFDA - suGarching

ITER will promote developments in a citical areas of burning
plasma physics for a fusion power plant:

I Operating mode:

• steady-state operation with active control of all relevant plasma parameters

• high performance plasmas ust be maintained in non-linear equilibrium

(accessibility, physics, control)

2 Faergy confinement at least as good as standard ELAly H-mode
confinement:

• at a density oforder, or higher than, the Greenwald density

• With acceptable power and particle exhaust

3 Efficient confinement of energetic particles:

- acceptable TF ripple losses

- tolerable amplitude for a -particle driven instabilities

D J Campbell, International Symposium for [TER, Tokyo, 24 January 2002

Fig. V.2.4 Burning plasma physics issues ITER can address 1

(Dr. D. Campbell)
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EFDA- CSU Garching

4 Robust md stability at 6 N>41i:

* stabilization techniques for neoclassical tearing modes

* active control of resistive wall mode

* low disruption frequency

5 S oluti on to plas ma-wall interaction is s ues:

- divertor steady-state power loading -I OMWITI-2

- acceptable ELM and disruption characteristics

efficient helium exhaust and control of impurities

- acceptable tritium retention and PFC lifetime => materials

6 Heating and current drive and diagnostic systems:

efficient current drive capability and current profile control, together with

high bootstrap current fraction

- heating, current drive and fuelling systems linked to real-time diagnostics

and sophisticated plasma analysis codes

D J CampbelI, International Symposium for ITER, Tokyo, 24 January 2002

Fig. V.2.5 Burning plasma physics issues ITER can address 2

(Dr. D. Campbell)
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The initiative in ITER is com d!� *

patible __p

1. Physics must be generic.

9 ITER is a unique machine to investigate burning plasma physics.
e How can we widen our view and turn around fast?

2. Serendipity has been greatly promoting physics.

ITER project should be tolerant enough to allow expansion of serendipity.
Advanced diagnostics can provide favorable environment for serendipity.

The above two major concepts must be balanced against
the mission of [TER. --> Abundant outcome

Accumulation o
database for
development

e v ew nves men
Quick turn in advanced

around diagnostic a e r
o erat on

Fig. V.2.6 Key to success of physics research in ITER

(Prof. H. Yamada)
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Why is Burning ITER attractive.
based on JT-60 experiments Y.Karnada, JAERI

0) Plasma Fusion Performance:
Plasma Stability- ITB ETB
improved by> x1 0 with

Coreproffla'and'shape'optimization
Pe e al

4
3

Iz
cm 2

1

center radius surface
pressure peakedness

1) Burning Steady State plasmas:
self-heating self-generating current

new paradigm only in ITER

Current Drive Heating

ur ss u re keV
P rof lie

Ow
shear

file N� eV

keV - a few 10 keV

Fig. V.2.7 Why is burning MR attractive? 1
(Dr. Y. Kamada)
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Fraction of External Control ITER DEMO

JT-60 Q=5 =1 =20
100% 3% 20%10%0%

Heating

40%25%20%
JT-60

2) Fusion Plasma: combined system, consists of
multiple plasma regimes governed by
different dominant processes with different origin r

1 OkeV core - keV pedestal - eV divertor

3) High pressure high temperature plasmas:
Non-linear

Self-organization incl. bifurcations
Such study for DEMO needs low colilsonality,
low gyroradius & high core plasma regime = TER.

(2) and 3) with (1) > only in ITER
ITER should demonstrate the
'high INTEGRATED Plasma Performance �n Steady-State'.

Confinernerit ITER JT-60
Improvement normalized S-S

density examplenormalized
pressure ra ation

b fraction
fr

plasma
non-inductive purity
current fraction

For acceleration of fusion development,
MEMO-c7ass higher-O (PN>3.5) steady-state plasma
research has to be accomplished utilizing ITER and
advanced tokamak devices (JT-60SC).

Fig. V.2.8 Why is burning MR attractive? 2

(Dr. Y. Kamada)
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2) Plasma Physics Research
- burning pasma as the autonomous complex system -

Base Line
a Reactor core plasma development in ITER.
,9 Burning plasma physics study in ITER.

(Extend fusion plasma science to exciting new regimes)
For Fast Track approach / Acceleraterated scenario

a Higher pressure in a steady state operation is essential.
For.physks, more effort is required to involve wide science communit

* Science results from one configuration benefit progress in others.
* Physics must be generic and there is large commonality with other
configurations.

* Serendipity should be more seriously considered.
Physics understanding is essential to develop higherperforynance
plasma as forpowerreactors.

Fig. V.2.9 Summary of Panel Discussion 2

(Dr. Y. Shimomura)
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3. Way of Research and Development:
Crossover Research and Development System in 1-kne (Generation) and Space Worid)

A. Introduction

Dr. Y. Shimomura made discussion points that ITER is the only one device to be able to
study physics on burning plasma in the near future and it is important to discuss the use of ITER
very efficiently.

Academician E. Velikhov made overall remarks. In his talk, the following topics were
expressed:

Background
• Full engineering design has been conducted during ITER engineering design activities.
• Final goal is not to construct ITER nor complete the ITER project, but energy production by

nuclear fusion power. At this point, ITER is a very important step to realize the fusion
energy.

To do this, the following issues should be identified for the ITER project;
-Establishment of new organization for ITER operation/experiment
-Broad contributions from the other fields
-Necessity of worldwide contribution on construction, especially diagnostics
-Communications, licensing, operation . .......

In NSSG (Negotiation Standing Sub-Group) meeting, which is extensively conducted by the
parties, these issues are discussed in parallel.

B. Comments from the floor

Prof. Y. Takase (University of Tokyo)
After the presentation of Academician E. Velikhov, Prof. Y. Takase of the University of

Tokyo made comments with a title of "new way of research in the ITER era". At first, he
mentioned that ITER provides a very important opportunity for us to demonstrate the credibility
of fusion to non-fusion communities, ig.VI.3. 1). The following remarks were made:

* Global cooperation is essential for the success of the ITER project
- Not only Japan, EU, and Russia, but also other countries should be encouraged to join

in the ITER project. In particular, it is very important for US to resume participation.
- Progress of Information Technology will give us the opportunity to establish a virtual

presence of remote scientists in the ITER Control Room (and vice versa). This will
reduce the significance of where ITER is physically located.

* Coordinated progress towards realization of a fusion reactor
- There should he an appropriate balance between achieving -the ITER ission and

advancing the fusion science.
- ITER alone would not be sfficient to advance fusion in a timely manner.
- Fusion reactor could become more attractive if we have in parallel to ITER,

internationally coordinated improvement research in other concepts such as advanced
tokamaks, helical systems, and spherical tokamaks.
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- It is ecessary to optimize the fusion reactor so that it becomes economically
competitive with other power sources.

Crucial to ensure continuous spply of well-trained scientists and engineers
- Fusion research will take a very long tirne, Therefore, it is rucially important to

attract competent students to fusion, and to continue traimng a new generation of
scientists and engineers. For this purpose, university scale experiments are ideal to
test teir innovative ideas, while collaborations with lrger experiments can be utilized
to introduce them to sophisticated experimental techniques and comprehensive
analyses of complex phenomena.

In his conclusion a new fast track scenario (example of accelerated fusion development), based
on the assumption of successful progress in ITER and low aspect ratio tokamak research, was
proposed (Fig.VI.3.2). The first commercial DT reactor is likely to be an advanced form of
tokamak, but another concept such as an advanced helical configuration could be adopted as a
more favorable second generation DT reactor.

C. Summary

Dr. Shimomura summarized this session as follows ig.V1.3.3):

Way of Research and Development
crossover research development system in time (generation) and space (world) -

* Wide scientific participation in ITER.

* Large mobility between ITER ad domestic programmes.

* Involvement of States other than members is also important.

* Coordinatedprogress (ITER + Others) is needed.

* Supply of well-trained young scientists / engineers is crucial.

(Facilities at universities are needed)
* Take advantage of modem information technology.
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Fig. V.3.1 New way of research in the ITER era

(Prof. Y. Takase)

Example of Accelerated Fusion Development
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Fig. V1.3.2 Example of accelerated fusion development

(Prof. Y. Takase)
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3) Way of Research and Development
- crossover research development system in time (generation)

and space (world) -

* Wide scientific participation in ITER.

* Large mobility between ITER and domestic programmes.

* Involvement of States other than members is also important

* C-ordinatedprogress (ITER Others) is needed

* Suppiy of well-trained young scientists engineers are crucial.

(Facilities at universities are needece

* Take advantage of modern information technology.

Fig. V.3.3 Summary of Panel Discussion 3

(Dr. Y. Shimomura)
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4. Conclusions

Dr. Y. Shimomura summarized the panel discussions as follows:

ITER is a real big step from the scientific research to the fusion energy development.

In the near future, construction of ITER will be decided. Then we will be able to explore the
discussion about how ITER will be used ore efficiently and we can start preparation of new
science and technology or doing the new science and new technology development and research.

At the same time, it is very iportant to have a more close communication with outside the
fusion community, not only to attract scientists and engineers to ITER or fusion project, but also
to have a wide support of the fusion energy. As frequently mentioned, we are starting to make a
real step for the development of real energy source. In this sense, more efforts to have
communication with public and to get public supports are very important.

Finally, he closed the panel session using a picture that it is necessary to raise and supply the
new generation scientists/engineers because the fusion energy project needs several tens of years.
Therefore, the younger generation plays a role of the first players and babies may play a role of
the second players ig.VI.4. 1).

Academician E. Velikhov proposed a new logo of ITER (which means "road" in Latin),
composed by national symbols of Participating Parties and a Chinese character meaning "road"
(Fig.VI.4.2).
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Fig. VI.4.1 Need of raising future generation of fusion
scientists and engineers (Dr. Y. Shimomura)

Fig. VI.4.2 Academician Vikov's proposal for new logo of ITER

(Academician. E. Velikhov)
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CLOSING ADDRESS

Mr. Toshio Okazaki
Vice President
JAEf�I

Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen,

I am very pleased to have this Symposium with many participants of expert and with very
fruitful presentations and discussions on the occasion of the 2nd ITER Negotiations meeting
held in Tokyo.

With the presence of Academician Velikhov, who is the proponent, driving force and
designer of the ITER project, and other excellent scientists from all over the world, very
interesting presentations and discussions have been made regarding Burning Plasma Science
and Technology on ITER." In addition possible accelerated approaches for accelerating the
fusion energy utilization have been discussed. It seems to be a very important aspect to be
discussed in more detail. And a number of forward-looking comments from the floor have
been also very impressive to me.

This Symposium has been organized to encourage the young scientists to explore new
frontiers of science and technology to be brought by ITER. I believe that these kinds of
academic and programmatic discussions would deepen much understanding on ITER in broad
communities and strengthen the support to this project.

I am keenly aware that it is strongly anticipated to obtain the fusion energy as soon as
possible for sustaining the prosperity of humankind. In closing the Symposium, I would like
to emphasize the iportance of timely implementation of the ITER project, the essential first
step to realize the fusion energy, with worldwide cooperation.

Thank you for your participation and cooperation.
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